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Big bang whip app iphone

If you have an iPhone, then you want the best iPhone applications - these programs are still the thing that set out apart from Android phones, as iPhone apps are mostly not the best in the class. But you might have noticed that opening the App Store may be something of a browsing exercise – sure, they've got great courfrom from in-
house editors, but finding out what's right for you can sometimes be a bit of a chore. This is where we go in. Every week we download, test and appreciate several new apps to find the ones that really stand out and make us feel like we'd improve an expensive iPhone 12 (or older models, because most apps work in much of the iPhone
range - though not all of them, so check) - and if you need more information, check out our list of best iPhones. Our lists scan the best your iPhone can use, whether you're using your iPhone for photos, videos, drawings, music, office tasks, reading, maps, weather forecasts, or entertaining kids. This round-up compiles our preferences,
from the best-quality creative tools and video editors to the best productivity kit and social networking customers. In addition to our ongoing list of absolute best, every month we add our choices for the latest and biggest new or updated apps, so check back often. First is our app choice from last month, then click on the following pages for
the best iPhone apps in a wide range of categories. Need an upgrade? Check out our guide to the best iPhone dealsBest iPhone app of the month: Halide Mark II - Pro Camera (Image Credit: Lux Optics Incorporated)Halide Mark II - Pro Camera is not mucking around. It has serious pricing - $11.99/£11.99/AU$19.49 per year or
$39.99/£38.99/AU$62.99 forever - but then it's a serious camera, Designed to make the most of the iPhone.The app doesn't bombard newcomers with options, but put powerful features at your fingertips with gestures mimicking actions they would do with real-world cameras. Manual focus puts you in control, while tips and similar tools
ensure you never take a picture. Best of all, the app can optionally marry smart Apple processing with the needs of pro photographers, making the RAW format accessible and immediate. In short, Halide is a better app for the iPhone camera. The best iPhone photo editing and camera appsThese are our favorite iPhone apps for editing
snaps, capturing photos and video and applying filters that actually make things look good. (Image credit: Organa Code) is an app designed to instantly turn a photo into a sketch-based artwork. And, yes, I've seen this all before – but a few filter apps catch the eye in quite the same way as Inkwork.The interface is stylish and polished. You
can quickly switch background and ink colors, as well as stroke size, making the virtual outline more detailed or abstract, but in fact the filters themselves will spend the most time playing. There's a lot of them-- - a few too many, because the choice can initially be a little overwhelming - but for anyone who likes black and white art, it's not
all here, from the scratched pen incubation to the stylized comic fare. Selections take place instantly and without the need for the internet, cementing the application's place in our list. (Image Credit: Moment Inc.) RTRORTRO is a vintage camera app from those behind the Pro Camera. But while this app is kind of serious, trying to turn
your iPhone into a DSLR, RTRO is a more playful mite. That doesn't mean the app isn't stylish, though; RTRO has a minimalist retro vibe that sits nicely alongside its different vintage look that it applies to your movies. They range from in-difficulty VHS fuzz to subtle exchanges of color and film grain. Each filter has notes from its creator,
highlighting what they were aiming for. Shooting is simple and you can capture up to 60 seconds of video in multiple photos before sharing your miniature masterpiece with your chosen social network. Atly, although there is a subscription fee, you can opt alternately to buy one-off looking at a couple of dollars a pop.(Image Credit: Index
Ltd)ApolloApollo allows you to apply new light sources to Portrait Mode photos. This type of photo records depth information, and can be shot on any relatively recent iPhone (iPhone 7 Plus/8 Plus/any iPhone X). In Apple's Photos app, you can add studio-style lighting, but Apollo takes things further. The interface is usable and offers
opportunities for creativity. It is easy to add more lights, then for each of them define the effects of distance, color, brightness, spread and mask for simulating effects, would be shadows thrown from the light that come through a blind window. Apollo probably isn't an iPhone app if you want an instant fix. It prompts you to delve into the
details, and fine-tune settings. It also does not always create a realistic result. But when it works, this is a small slice of magic, allowing you to apply complex lighting to a photo after the fact. (Image credit: Adva-Soft) TouchRetouchTouchRetouch can drop photos of unwanted items. Such tools are common - even in free apps, such as
Snapseed - but touchRetouch being dedicated to the task gives it focus; more importantly, the tools they get are very good. Spots on the faces can be removed with a touch. Larger objects can be painted, after which the application fills in the gaps. Alternatively, you can clone from one side of the image to another. There is also a remover
line that makes clever short work of power lines and would be that otherwise carve their way over the pic. Obviously, automation of this type has some shortcomings – TouchRetouch can match desktop applications where you participate in the thorough, time-consuming, pro-level retouching. But for the average iPhone owner who want to
remove annoying things from pictures, it's well worth spending small. (Image credit: TechRadar) DarkroomDarkroom is yet another photo editor for the iPhone, but just a few minutes in, you'll probably likely should forever be welded to the home screen. The application is efficient, usable and elegant. Immediately, it invites you to bury
yourself in the images on your device. There's no mess around. Crop tools and adjustment sliders get the best out of what you shoot. Splash out on some IAp and you'll have access to pro-oriented curves and color tools. Edits are not destructive and you can save your work directly to the Camera Album (in a way that can be reversed
later) or export copies. The process feels effortless throughout, but pause for a moment and you realize how powerful Darkroom is. Only to be avoided, then, if for some reason you do not want the photos to look better! Camera+Camera+ is a combined camera and an editor. Despite the wealth of options available, the interface is initially
quite minimal, with a tape modes over the top of the screen, a zoom slider, and shutter. But tap the + button and reveal other modes, including a timer, stabilizer, and smile detection. Similarly, tap the viewfinder area and Camera+ enters in a pro mode, with manual controls and scene options for shooting under specific lighting conditions.
The interface is difficult compared to Obscura 2, but Camera + is undoubtedly powerful. After shooting, you can edit with adjustment tools, filters, and frames in Lightbox. All of this is equally impressively friendly and simple, and while the range of tools doesn't compare to Snapseed's, it's enough to keep you in one app for the most part.
OilistOilist is an art app of the generations. It's feeding it with something from Photos, you choose a style, and it ends up working, continually repainting your image. It's like someone caught a little van Gogh in your iPhone.In fact, it's like a lot of artists are stuck in your device, because Oilist has a massive array of styles to choose from,
taking in everything from classic oil painters to modern art. Although the app can be left alone in a dock, you can capture alime for posterity or play with settings (including brush strokes, mood, chaos, and gravity) to redirect the virtual artist. Whether you interact or just sit back and watch, Oilist is hypnotizing - a kind of pictorial lava lamp,
just what you see is based on one of your prized photos. SnapseedSnapseed is a free photo editor with a set of features that rival the best premium apps. It's geared to users of any level, from those who want to apply quick filters to anyone who wants to dig deep into powerful adjustments and editing tools. The range of options is
dazzling, and the interface is cleverly designed. You can crop, make adjustments and edit curves, all with a few and touches. Vertical drag often selects parameters, and horizontal drag defines the power of an effect —tactile and intuitive. Even better, edits are non-destructive and can be removed or modified at any time by accessing
them in the editing stack. As a final disconnection, the app allows you to save any combination of as a custom preset, which you can then apply to any image in the future with one touch. Beautiful things. Obscura 2Obscura 2 is the best manual camera app for iPhone. It accomplishes this not with a lot of features, but by providing an
interaction model that is so brilliantly designed that you simply won't want to use another iPhone camera. Echoing old manual cameras, everything is based around a contextual wheel that sits above the shutter. Initially, you use it to select a tool. When setting focus or exposure, the wheel allows you to make fine adjustments with your
thumb. You'll get a real sense of precision control with optional haptic feedback to confirm your choices. The app makes the concession strange to modern photography trends with a range of filters, but mostly Obscura 2 wants you to think a little more about what you're snapping, all while breathing in its minimal yet approachable and
deeply pleasing design. FilmbornFilmborn is an app for obsessive cameras - for those who revel in the joys of film but come away unimpressed with apps that present an over-saturated, oververblown take on old-fashioned photography. The interface is icon-heavy, but it gives you quick access to tools that will improve photography. There
is manual focus, a series of grid overlays, and a preview of blown highlights that outline the problematic areas of a possible snap. Movie filters will attract real-world stock fans, subtly transforming images in a way that is pleasingly realistic. Filmborn really educates you in terms of when it's best to use each of them. The app also includes
basic editing functionality, although a key tool – curves – stays frustrating behind IAP. Despite that niggle, Filmborn is well worth checking out if you like merging your photo past with its present. RetrospecsFree + $1.99 / £1.99 / AU $2.99Retrospecs is a camera app that wants to see the world as and would have been rendered old
computing and gaming hardware. Upload a photo - or take one using the app - and you can select from a wide range of systems, such as Game Boy, Commodore 64, and Mac.But original this is not just a one-touch filter app for pixel art aficionados. You can adjust the dither, image damage, and distortion of virtual CRT. You'll get
animation effects and video support. And if you get tired of the emulsified systems included, you can even make your own systems. So if you think all photos should look like an eight-bit video game or you want to add a crazy glitch sequence to the next YouTube video, Retrospects fits the bill perfectly. HalideHalide wants to on deliberate,
thoughtful photography. Its creator noted that many camera apps now have interfaces such as airplane cockpits, and Halide was stripped back accordingly. That's not to say Halide is lacking in features, but the ones she has are all about taking better photos. You can adjust focus and exposure manually and use autofocus maximization to
highlight high-contrast areas within the the rectangle turns yellow when the phone is held straight. If you have a modern iPhone, Halide offers an innovative depth mode with peak depth and a deep map preview. You can also view augmented reality portrait photos. The net result of all this is a premium camera app that feels like a
professional tool – money well spent if your idea of photography is not based on filters and stickers. MexturesModern iPhones have some seriously impressive camera hardware, and are capable of taking clean, vibrant photos. So it's probably no surprise that iPhone users are often hell-bent on slathering said pictures in filters and
messing them up. Mextures is an extreme example, providing a theoretically unlimited number of layers to play with, each of which can have some kind of effect applied. These include gravel, grain, light leaks, gradients, and more. Since each layer can be fine-tuned in terms of opacity and blending mode, you can get everything from
subtle film textures to serious eye-popping grunge effects. Hit on something particularly amazing and you can share your formulas with other people. Or, if you need a hotfix, you can take something that's already online to review your snaps. HipstamaticThere are two sides of The Hipstamatic. In its native form, the app old-fashioned
monkeys point-and-click cameras. You get a small viewport inside a virtual body plastic camera, and can change lenses, film, and flashes, along with game about with multiple exposures and manual shutters. It's pleasantly tactile and twangs the nostalgic gland, but it feels a little cramped. If you prefer to use the entire iPhone screen to
show what you're doing, you can switch to a pro camera mode. That's closer in nature to Apple's own camera, but with His Hipstamatic's huge range of pretty awesome filters bolted on – a big mash-up of old and new. And if you're married to Apple's camera, Hipstamatic still worth a download, considering that you can upload a photo,
slather it into filters, add a lot of effects and bask in your creative genius. SoSoCameraApple offers a burst mode when you hold down the shutter in its camera app, but this is to take very fast many photos in quick succession in order to select the best. Instead, SoSoCamera is about documenting a longer slice of time, taking a series of
photos over a few seconds and then sewing them together into a grid. The size of the grid maxes to 48 items and can be the fashion you want. It is then just a matter of selecting a filter, prodding the camera button, and letting SoSoCamera perform its magic. The resulting images, while low-res in nature, capture beautifully time that
passes, in many cases, better than video; although do not experiment primarily with filters, because some are a little too eye-searing. These are the best photo editing apps you can download right now
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